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To aZZ w h o m  it 7nay cormern: 
Be it  known that I, ADOLPHBOBNHOLDT, a 

resident of the city of Brooldyn, Icings county, 
and State of New York, have invented an Im- 

5 proved Stopper for Electric-Light Bulbs and 
other Vessels, of which the following is a 
specification. 

In the accompanying drswings, Figure 1 
represents a central section of an electric- 

ro lightbulb having my stopper. Fig. 2 is aper- 
spective view, partly in section, of my im- 
proved stopper. Fig. 3 is a sectional vievc of 
part of my improved stopper. Fig. 4 is a top 
view of the same; and Fig. 5 is a side view, 

rg partly in section, of a vacuum-tank contain- 
mg series of bulbs having my stoppers. 

The object of this invention is to produce 
for electric-light bulbs and other vessels that 
are to be nlore or less perfectly exhausted a 

2 0  stopper adapted to permit the creation of the 
vacuum within the vessel and to securely 
close the same once the vacuum has been ere- 
ated. 

The process herein referred to of exhaust- 
2 5  ing air is fully described in an application 

for patent, Serial No. 344,499, filed by me 
March 19,1890. 

The inrention consists, mainly, in supply- 
ing the stopper with a tubalar passage lead- 

30 ing from the outer to the inner encl of said 
stopper, said passage having a support for a 
secondary stopper, and means, as hereinafter 
described, for limiting the movement in both 
directions of said secondary stopper, as here- 

55 inafter specified. 
In the drawings, referring to Fig. 1, the let- 

ter B is t,here represented as showing an elec- 
tric-light bulb, A' being a stopper for the 
month of the same. This stopper is made to 

qo hermetically close the mouth of the vessel B, 
so as to prevent air entering or escaping, as 
hereinafter shown, and is the carrier for the 
conductors H, that unite with the carbon film 
I. I n  order to create a vacuum in a vessel of 

45 this kind it was necessary heretofore to apply 
the suction apparatus at an opening a in the 
vessel B opposite the month, which opening 
afterward had to be closed by sealing the 
glass, an operation causing great expense and 

50 producing considerable breakage. 
Now, in order to permit the creation of the 

vacuum within the vessel B through the stop- 
per-body itself and thus permit the use of a 
stopper, I construct my improved stopper A 
(see Figs. 2, 3, and 4) with a tubular passage 55 
b, that extends from top to bottom thereof, 
and within this passage I place a finely-per- 
forated support d for a secondary or gravity 
stopper I?, so that this stopper P may rest 
with its cushioned lower end on the support Go 
cl, asinFig. 3. Abovethe secondary or gravity 
stopper F , I  provide the main stopper A with 
lugs e a t  such a distance that the secondary 
stopper may move outward a little from the 
inner support d. The secondary stopper F is 65 
conical or tapering, and so is the seat, which 

+ 

it fits when in its lower position, and it fol- 
lows that when the secondary stopper is in 
contact with the outer supports e and away 
from the inner support clan air-passage around 7 0  
the secondary stopper and through the aper- 
ture b is formed, leading into the vessel B. 

In order to ntilize this compound stopper 
for the purpose named, I insert it-that is, 
the main stopper A constructed as described- 75 
in the vessel B, whatever that vessel may be, 
and I then place series of these vessels B, as 
in Big. 5, in inverted position into a vacuum- 
cylinder J. While in this inverted position 
the secondary stoppers 3' drop away from So 
their inner,sopports d against the outer lugs 
e, thus forming a passage between the inte- 
rior of each vessel B and the surrounding at- 

I mosphere. Consequently when an air-pump 
is applied to the vessel J a more or less per- 8 j  
feet vacuum is created within each vessel B, 
and when the desired result has been ob- 
tained i t  is only necessary afterward to re- 
verse the position of each vessel B by turn- 
ing the vacuum-cylinder J upside down, when go 
the secondary stoppers F will drop onto their 
seats, As soon as atmospheric air is now ad- 
mitted to contact with any vessel B, the at- 
mospheric pressure will hold each secondary 
stopper to its seat, no other fastening being 95 
necessary, although for greatel' security the 
lugs e may be turned down upon the second- 
ary stoppers. Of course, instead of the lugs 
e other contrivances for arresting the out- 
ward motion of each secondary stopper prior Ioa 
to the creation of the v a c u ~ m  may be em- 
ployed. 



A particular advantage of this compound 
stopper as wed in connection with vacunm- 
bulbs is that when the carbon film I is burned 
out or broken a nen- one can readily be applied 

j to the removable stopper A nncl the same bulb 
C used again indefinitely, whereas heretofore 
when such b~ilbs were rnucle mithoi~t any rc- 
movable stopper the clestruction of the film 
carried with it necessarily the destruction of 

10 the bulb. 
IIaving now clescribed 1115~ invention, what 

I claim is- 
1. Thc vacuum-bulb G, combined with the 

removable stopper A, carrying the electric 
I; colidnctors I1 and carbon film I, said stopper 

A Ilaringtlie passage 13, within which the grav- 
ity-stopgcr P is contained, substantially as . 
ciescribccl. 

3. 'l'he stopl~er A, haring tubular passage 
b, inner support (1, outer support e, tapering 20 

stopper-sent between the supports cl e, and 
gravity-stopper P, all coinbined aud armnged 
to enable the coinpouncl stopper to be used 
for creating and maintaininga vacnnm within 
the vessel lo which it is appliecl, as set forth. 25 
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